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About This Game

A dragon, a giant eye and the grim reaper confront you using fireballs, lasers and sickles. What do you do?

A) Say the game is unfair because you die with a single hit and there are no weak enemies and then cry with your mama; or
B) Dodge all this bullet hell and destroy the enemies in 30 seconds because you are a real gamer!

Phoenix Force is a shoot 'em up about a group of phoenixes that fight big and strong mythological creatures in over 100 levels.
It takes the boss battle as the foundation for every level, creating engaging and challenging fast battles that will require your best

strategies and reflexes.

The game starts a long time ago, when Earth was hit by meteors and everything burned to ashes. The Phoenix of Fire, Fury, was
the first to reborn, and found the world full of monsters, the bosses, and rescued the other Phoenixes: Cryo of Ice, Tupã of

Thunder, Gaia of Earth and Gast of Ghost. Together they are the Phoenix Force and they have to travel all the continents of our
world in a journey to eliminate all the bosses in 100 really challenging battles.

Are you skilled enough to prove yourself the best?
This shmup will show you no mercy!
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I would have never bought this game, or even known about it, had it not been for a 90% off coupon I got through crafting. I am
not really impressed though and wished I had saved my 1 dollar for some other game. Its alright for what it is. Its that same type
of game play as, say...Candy Crush, but Candy Crush is FREE! They catch your interest with the 3D and the camera mode but
that feature doesn't work very well. The screen moves around whenever you move your head, even slightly and in stead of it
staying in the direction you are looking (like it is supposed to) it pops back to center. And its really useless. It doesn't help with
gameplay or make it any more interesting, it just rotates the screen back and forth. Who can concentrate when your screen is
swinging around? You can turn the camera feature off, but like I said before there are other games better than this that are
Free.. Some bugs that can be annoying, but I'm willing to put up with it because it's made by a small team, the gameplay is pretty
fun, and they're adding new content still (the game's still alive). All in all, I can't wait to see what it'll become. Essentially
unplayable without a joystick and a keyboard controls cheatsheet. Never made it off the ground

There's about 800 controls to know, and you can't fly without a joystick. What's the point?

. Really fun game. I enjoy the style of idle game this is a lot and its not too often you find one like this that's actually done right.
100% worth the 10 bucks.. Very funny,but is hard,very hard,extremaly hardly.The level 8 and the nexts are imposible and there
isn`t a walktrought or similar.Very well robot simulator. 6,5/10 IGN. An amazing highscore chaser where you have to constantly
balance risk and reward in order to keep up your combo multiplier.. lack of options, can not invert keys or even remap keys
leaves a very bad taste after playing this game, sound quality also in the dumps.... PROS:
- Truly simple casual game
- Easy steam achievements / trading cards

CONS:
- Gameplay gets repetitive after the first 10-20 minutes
- Poor graphics and soundtrack
- No option to adjust sound during a round
- Epilepsy theme exists solely to give players headaches
- Despite the title, the game isn't actually free

"Freebie" is a simple casual game that can keep most players occupied for a few minutes. Unless you are looking for cheap
Steam trading cards or achievements, I highly recommend avoiding this purchase.

This "Freebie" simply isn't worth its listed price.
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I was hesitant to buy this when I saw the low amount of reviews but reading those 50 reviews (the majority of which are
positive) I thought I may as well try it out. I mean I can always refund. I then purchased the title and jumped online to discover
all of the official servers empty. In total there were only 6 people playing online. I almost refunded it immediately. I mean for a
new release to not have any real online community was disheartening.

I decided to play anyway with the intent to refund the game. Well 2 hours later I was having a blast. This game is a lot of fun.
Kind of an old school adventure game. For a simple looking game it is actually quite a bit of fun and is certainly challenging so
far. The game runs great and the bugs that I have discovered are very minimal and in no way game breaking so far. In fact this is
one of the better EA releases I have played; and I fall for a lot of EA titles. This one shows a lot of promise. It's a relaxing game
to play with plenty of tense oh %$#@ moments to mix it up. It is not D&D but it reminds me of D&D adventures...

There is a lot of work ahead for the devs but so far so good. Even with the lack of player pop I will play this anyway. I love a
good survival\/adventure\/fantasy type game.. This is a very good game. I have had lots of fun with it. The only bugs i
encountered were when i was using super self and a mission ended, the EXP bar would go up in slow motion, as well as when i
was entering the mode where you need to press buttons to stay alive (i forgot what it's called), the buttons that popped up were
for controler even though i was using keyboard which made it much more difficult. Also, if the developer is reading this, i
would like to ask you to add a feature where there are different factions that would attack eachother, and allowed you to engage
in 3v3 or 4v4 battles with them.. Step into the realm of the famous King Arthur. You will be tasked with walls of scripture in
your passage, and desintigrated beauty. As the battle forges ahead be ready to stand fast and take a cup of tea while you wait for
the enviroment to catch up.. Such a solid idea. And believe me, I love asymmetrical multiplayer VR games. This was a pretty
fun one to play for about 5 minutes... that is until it's many, many glitches started to show. One hero-controller (sometimes
more, sometimes all) will stop performing functions for periods at a time. The game itself pauses very frequently. 2\/5, fix the
bugs it's a 4.. This game needs improvements but for the price point, its worth it! the traps are extremely fun to use against the
zombies and there are different types of zombies to fight. The upgrade system in the game requires strategy because you get 1
upgrade point for your character at the end of each wave you complete. Some upgrades require 2 points and each trap and gun
have there own damage upgrades as well.

If you are looking to get a fun and casual zombie survival game thats wave based, i highly recommend it. the devs are also
adding coop to the game in the future and im looking foward to future updates to the game.. Ribbit!

Well, I just had to buy it.. Haven't played this game much yet but it's pretty good so far.
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